XF RANGE

THE PERFECT LONG HAUL OR DISTRIBUTION PARTNER

DRIVER SAFETY + FUEL ECONOMY = THE SMART CHOICE

daf.com.au

More plusses:
Setting the standard on cab space
The Super Space Cab sets the standard with more space, more
flexibility and greater comfort to allow drivers to rest and feel
refreshed in a home away from home.
+ Standing height of 210cm in Super Space Cab.
+ Optional 42-litre refrigerator drawer.
+ Option of two spacious bunk beds, which can easily be
converted into a comfortable sofa to sit at the retractable
dash mounted table.

Ergonomics for comfort and safety
The XF105 is designed for ergonomic ease of operation.
+ Optional multi-function steering wheel.
+ Ambient lighting and dashboard displays created
with the driver in mind.
+ All instruments and controls are within reach to reduce
driver fatigue.

The ultimate balance between power
and fuel economy
+ The 12.9 litre PACCAR MX-13 engine delivers effortless
agile performance with 375kw/510Hp and 2,500Nm
of torque between 1000 and 1400rpm.
+ Exceptional fuel economy is delivered by advanced
engine management systems and injection pressures
up to 2,500Nm.

Durability for long life and reduced
running costs
All aspects of the XF105 have been designed and developed for
optimum durability.
+ The cylinder block and cylinder head is made from
Compacted Graphite Iron, which offers greater strength
and lighter weight than conventional cast iron.
Having fewer parts also contributes to reduced
running costs and long term reliability.

THE XF RANGE
The XF105 is ideal for long-distance haulage or distribution tasks. With a technically advanced chassis
design, stylish and aerodynamic exterior and the most spacious cab in its class, the XF105 sets the bar
for driver comfort. With the PACCAR MX-13 engine, the DAF XF105 offers the ultimate balance of power
and fuel efficiency.

Here’s just some of the ways the XF105 adds up:
A total package for low fuel
consumption and running costs
The XF105 offers low running costs and high efficiency,
featuring carefully balanced and optimal driveline technology.
+ High rear-axle ratios give the XF105 the best combination
of performance, efficiency and low tare weight.
+ Selective Catalytic Reduction (SCR) technology delivers
Euro 5 emission requirements, and the aerodynamic
skirts and fenders contribute to further fuel efficiency.

Strength for durability and safety
+ The XF chassis is made with High Strength
Low Alloy – Vanadium (HSLA – V) steel. This results in
an exceptionally strong but lightweight design for high
payloads and long service life.
+ The steel bumper increases protection and reduces
the risk of any front-end damage during collisions.
Likewise, the headlights are made of high impact
resistant Lexan to help give operators a damage free
driving experience.

Style for performance
The style of the XF105 is not only elegant, but contributes
to lower fuel consumption.
+ A grille that extends to the lower bumper to channel
maximum cool airflow for optimal engine performance.
+ Integrated aerodynamic sun visor (Super Space Cab)
and optional integrated skylights enhance the
driver’s working environment.

Superb visibility
Superb visibility for safety and ease of driving is a
DAF trademark.
+ Large windscreen and door windows offer an excellent,
clear view.
+ Electrically adjustable heated side-view mirrors, curb view
mirror, optional side view camera system and optional
Xenon headlights also contribute to a large field of vision
and driver awareness in all driving conditions.
+ Corner air deflectors guide the airflow along the cab
to keep the door handles and side windows clean.

Leading safety and driver
assistance systems
The XF105 combines the very best in safety and assistance
systems to support the driver and reduce the risk of accidents.
+ Optional Vehicle Stability Control (VSC) helps prevent jackknifing and roll over, and keeps the driver safely in control.
+ Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) helps the driver keep a safe
distance from the vehicle ahead and reduces driver fatigue.
+ Optional Lane Departure Warning System (LDWS) provides
assistance if the vehicle inadvertently drifts out of its lane
or danger arises when changing lanes.
+ DAF’s unique optional Night Lock effectively protects against
break-in and theft.
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DAF SERVICES
Global leadership, local know how

Tailor made financial services

PACCAR Inc. is a Six Sigma company and is global technology
leader in the design, manufacture and customer support of
high-quality light, medium and heavy-duty trucks under the
DAF, Kenworth and Peterbilt brands. PACCAR also designs and
manufactures advanced diesel engines, provides financial
services and information technology and distributes truck parts
related to its principal business.

The right financing can be as important to your success
as the right truck and PACCAR Financial is dedicated solely
to the trucking industry. With more than 35 years experience
in the Australian transport industry they understand today’s
business and continue to support with innovative loan
and lease options. Talk to PACCAR Financial about a financial
solution to meet your needs.

Premium rental and leasing solutions

DAF dealer network across Australia

PacLease offers short and long-term rental and leasing solutions
with exceptional service, experienced technicians and local
franchise support, that can help manage your fleet operations.
PacLease delivers premium, medium and heavy duty DAF
rental trucks to help you to manage peak, short term, cyclical
or seasonal demand, and lower your operating costs with
customised service to suit your operation.

Wherever you are you can count on the DAF dealer network
to provide you with excellent parts, service and repairs for all
DAF trucks and applications. With more than 40 dealerships
across Australia offer a wide range of services, from truck
cleaning to total overhauls and have the specialist skills and
experience to answer any of your requirements.

ISO14001
Environmental
Management
System

ISO/TS16949
Quality
Management
System

Committed to DAF parts support
For further information or your nearest DAF dealer visit
our website www.daf.com.au
DAF Trucks Australia
PO BOX 60
Bayswater VIC 3153
Phone (03) 9721 1600

3 YEARS / 750,000KM WARRANTY

daf.com.au

The vehicles in this brochure are for illustrative purposes only and include some optional extras and equipment fitted by dealers and their suppliers. All weights and measurements should be regarded as
approximate only. For complete vehicle details, refer to independent specification sheets for each model available at www.daf.com.au and DAF dealerships. In the interest of product improvements,
DAF Trucks Australia reserves the right to change these specifications without prior notice.
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PACCAR parts offer an extensive range of DAF parts and
accessories for all your truck servicing needs. The national
distribution centre at Bayswater is one of the most modern
and efficient in Australia and utilises advanced RF technology
in supplying the dealer network. With more than 20,000 square
metres dedicated to DAF, we have the parts you need,
when you need them.

